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Abstract:
Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) and coronaviruses (CoVs) are frequent causes of respiratory disease in humans. RSV can cause severe bronchiolitis and pneumonia in infants, especially in those born prematurely or with underlying cardiopulmonary chronic dysfunction. CoV respiratory illnesses can vary in severity ranging from common cold-like symptoms to severe respiratory disease with potential fatal outcome as exemplified by the pandemic-causing SARS- or MERS-CoVs. Despite the frequency and severity of RSV and CoV diseases, attempts to develop an effective and non-toxic antiviral treatment or a vaccine have so far been unsuccessful. The aim of this thesis was to identify new antiviral candidates for treatment of RSV and CoV infections, and to elucidate their antiviral mechanism. Through screening of the ChemBioNet collection of ~17000 diverse compounds and a mini-library of polysulfated tetra- and pentasaccharide glycosides in a cell culture-based whole virus system, three promising anti-RSV and one anti-CoV candidate drugs were identified. Subsequent application of our step-by-step assay strategy for elucidation of mode-of-antiviral activity (paper III), revealed that anti-RSV P13 and C15 compounds displayed potent antiviral activity by targeting the heptad repeat regions of the viral F-protein essential for the virus-cell and the cell-cell membrane fusion (paper I). The anti-RSV lead drug PG545, identified in paper II, was prepared by coupling of a lipophilic cholesterol group to the synthetic sulfated oligosaccharide. This modification of the oligosaccharide enhanced the anti-RSV activity and conferred virucidal properties on PG545, a feature absent in native sulfated oligosaccharide inhibitors (paper II). PG545 exhibited dual antiviral mechanisms including (i) reduction of the RSV attachment to cells due to targeting of the highly conserved region and the receptor-binding region of the viral attachment G-protein, and (ii) direct inactivation of viral particles. The anti-CoV candidate drug K22 potently inhibited 229E-CoV infectivity by targeting the membrane-bound viral RNA synthesis in the cytoplasm (paper IV). Analysis of viral variants resistant to K22 in addition to the preparation of specific 229E-recombinant viruses, revealed that K22 targets the viral nonstructural protein 6 (nsp6). This protein is involved in the recruitment and modification of host cellular membranes to create sites for the virus membrane-bound RNA synthesis. This is the first report of nsp6 as a druggable target for CoV intervention. K22 was also shown to be active against many other CoVs including the newly emerged MERS-CoV. In conclusion, P13, C15, PG545, and K22 are promising candidates for further development as new anti-RSV and anti-CoV drugs.
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